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Abstract: Image super resolution is to estimate a high resolution image from a low resolution image or a sequence of 
low resolution images using image processing and machine learning technology. So far, there have emerged lots of 
super resolution algorithms. According to the input number of image, these algorithms can usually be divided as single 
image based algorithm and multiple images based algorithm. And according to technique principle, these algorithms can 
also be divided into three categories - interpolation based algorithm, reconstruction based algorithm and learning based 
one. This work mainly addresses the basic principle and different strategy of super resolution algorithms in detail. Then, 
the evaluation criteria and its application issues of super resolution are also discussed in the end.  
Keywords: Image super resolution, Interpolation based super resolution, Reconstruction based super resolution, 
Learning based super resolution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
More than 80% information [51] acquired by people 
is coming from human visual system (HVS), which 
mostly is in the form of image or video. Video and 
image are the main carriers of perceived data contain 
huge and rich information. With the rapid development 
of smart mobile phone, image and video acquisition 
become more and more convenient. Although the 
requirement for HD display quality is increasing much, 
due to the limitation of bandwidth and storage capacity, 
most videos and images have to be stored and 
displayed at low resolution. To address the demand of 
low resolution images clearly played back in HD 
screen, we need to achieve high resolution display 
based on low resolution images.  
Traditional ways to get high resolution images are to 
improve image acquisition system sensors and optical 
devices, namely to reduce the size of the imaging unit 
by adopting high precision imaging chip and other 
related equipment [1]. However, due to the high cost of 
high precision equipments, people have to choose a 
low cost lower resolution imaging device. In addition, 
there are usually lots of limitations for such hardware 
based methods in practice. Therefore, at this context, 
image super resolution technology naturally appears. 
Image super resolution is a technique that obtains a 
high resolution image from a single or multiple low 
resolution images. It combines signal processing, 
computer vision and machine vision, whose core idea 
is to make good use of relevant and high  
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complementary useful information from multiple 
images. It exploits software based method to improve 
image resolution under existing low resolution imaging 
scenario without hardware change. And it is proved 
that this technology can provide a better observation 
effect with overcoming inherent limitations of low 
resolution imaging system. In addition, it can also 
recover some details which are lost in observation. 
Currently, image super resolution has shown a 
powerful potential and good effect in many areas, such 
as medical images processing, remote sensing images, 
high-definition digital television, video surveillance and 
other fields.  
So far, some important progress has been made 
and good reconstruction effect can be achieved by 
utilizing some super resolution algorithms in some 
cases. But in general, the details of super resolution 
images reconstructed by most current algorithms are 
not enough clear and consistent, and the overall 
reconstruction effect is still limited. At the same time, 
most reconstruction algorithms spend huge time and 
cannot be implementing in real time [37]. Therefore, 
there is further space for super resolution improvement. 
In a word, with the increasing demands for HD video 
display and the gradually wide application to all levels 
of image processing society, super resolution not only 
can present important theoretical significance but also 
can lead to practical application value. 
According to technique principle and input and 
output data form, current super resolution algorithms 
can be divided into various types [1, 2, 3]. The division 
standards also include transformation domain, the 
number of input image, color space and so on. Based 
on these division factors, we get the following 
taxonomy for image super resolution (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: The taxonomy for super resolution algorithms. 
As shown in Figure 1, frequency domain and spatial 
domain are divided from the perspective of signal 
transformation domain. Based on input number of 
image, we can obtain single image based super 
resolution and multiple images based super resolution. 
According to technique principle, super resolution can 
be divided into three types, namely, interpolation 
based, reconstruction based and learning based. And 
among existing super resolution methods, 
reconstruction based method and learning based 
method are the most popular ones. 
Most multiple images based super resolution 
algorithms are reconstruction based methods. These 
algorithms assume that there is a target high resolution 
image and the low resolution observations have some 
relative geometric displacements from the target high 
resolution image. They usually exploit these differences 
between low resolution observations and the targeted 
high resolution image, and hence are referred to as 
reconstruction based super resolution algorithms [1]. In 
this paper, we also focus on learning based super 
resolution algorithms from the point of technique 
principle. Based on above taxonomy, we will firstly 
review the degradation model based image super 
resolution principles and discuss the characteristics of 
different algorithms. On this basis, we further give the 
discussions on evaluation criteria and application 
challenges. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents image super resolution principle. 
Section 3 introduces image super resolution algorithms 
from the perspective of technique principle. Then, we 
discussed the evaluation criteria and the application 
hardship of super resolution in Section 4. Finally, a 
short conclusion is given in Section 5. 
2. IMAGE SUPER RESOLUTION PRINCIPLE  
2.1. Imaging Degradation Model 
For image super resolution, imaging degradation 
model is an important basis, for which image motion, 
optical blur and sampling are three essential factors. 
Understanding the procedure of image degradation will 
be a key hint for image super resolution. Figure 2 
shows a sketch map of degradation procedure [52] for 
high resolution (HR) image degenerating to low 
resolution (LR) image. 
Above degradation procedure can be represented 
as the following equation [53]. 
Yk = DFkNX +Vk            (1) 
where X  represents a HR image,  denotes K-th LR 
image. Actually, super resolution is the inverse 
processing of above procedure - estimating a HR 
image through the input LR observation. 
 
Figure 2: Image degradation model. 
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2.2. Basic Strategy for Image Super Resolution 
It is clear that image super resolution and image 
degradation are the inverse process. Naturally, we can 
draw basic strategy of super resolution according to 
inverse process of degradation model. The basic 
strategy contains three steps as following: 
1. First, calculating the relative motion between 
image sequences, which is called image 
registration. This step should be considered 
especially in multiple images based super 
resolution when there are multiple LR images.  
2. Secondly, identifying image prior knowledge and 
the noise model. 
3. Finally, reconstructing the super resolution 
image with the most suitable algorithm. 
3. IMAGE SUPER RESOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
In many practical application scenarios, to obtain 
image sequence of same scene is quite difficult. 
Moreover, most multiple images based super resolution 
algorithms are the extension of single image based 
one. Therefore, in the following we will focus on single 
image based super resolution algorithms there. And 
according to technique principle, as stated in the 
above, current image super resolution algorithms can 
be categorized as interpolation based method, 
reconstruction based method and learning based 
method. They will be investigated in detail in the 
following. 
3.1. Interpolation Based Image Super Resolution 
Image interpolation is the process that estimating 
new pixels by interpolating given pixels, which is the 
easiest way to improve image resolution. Compared 
with other approaches, interpolation base method 
keeps the most simple calculation procedure and the 
minimum computation complexity. Actually, image 
interpolation is an essential operation technique in 
most image processing field, which is mainly utilized for 
image resizing. Classical interpolation based methods 
have the following three ways: 
1). Nearest Neighbor Interpolation 
In this method, the value of the point to be 
interpolated is determined by the gray value of its 
closest neighbor [4], so the method is operated simple 
and computed fast. However, the simple interpolation 
rule leads the reconstructed high resolution image to 
contain block effect and the image edge will produce 
jagged effects with different levels. 
2). Bilinear Interpolation 
The main idea of bilinear interpolation is 
implementing linear interpolation both in horizontal and 
vertical directions [5]. This method will estimate the 
value of the pixel to be interpolated through 
interpolating the value of its surrounding pixels 
bilinearly. Compared with nearest neighbor 
interpolation, bilinear interpolation can not only 
overcome the blocking effect and jagged artifacts, but 
also be able to smooth the edges of reconstructed 
image. The schematic of proposed algorithm is as 
follow. 
 
Figure 3: Bilinear interpolation  
3). Bicubic Interpolation 
Contrast to above two methods, bicubic 
interpolation is more complex. This method utilizes 16 
neighborhood pixels of the point to be interpolated to 
do cubic interpolation respectively [6]. In terms of 
calculation, this method requires a large amount of 
computation and a longer processing time, resulting in 
poor performance in real time. Despite this, bicubic 
interpolation holds many obvious advantages that it is 
able to eliminate jagged edges and blockiness and the 
reconstructed effect will be significantly better than 
previous two algorithms. 
Above interpolation based methods are simple, but 
their reconstructed effect is not good enough [19] 
relatively. In recent interpolated works [7], it introduces 
an edge forming rule which can partially solves blur 
and chessboard effect in reconstructed image. And 
wok in [8] combines interpolation based method and 
wavelet transforms to obtain a better visual effect and 
can get a higher PSNR. In addition, due to the poor 
effect of image edges acquired by bilinear interpolation, 
work in [9] propose an edge detection based 
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reconstruction algorithm, where canny operator is 
implemented to get edge position information of low 
resolution image. 
3.2. Reconstruction Based Image Super Resolution 
Reconstruction based Image super resolution 
receives most widespread attention over the past 
years. The main idea is to impose a linear constraint on 
reconstructed HR image, which was observed by low 
resolution images. The processing producer actually is 
a modeling process of image degradation, where 
motion estimation and prior knowledge extraction are 
two key steps. Reconstruction based method mainly 
focuses on how to get the forward observation model 
and try to solve the problem by utilizing above image 
degradation model. The degradation model [52] can be 
rewritten as following. 
gk = DBMkz + nk           (2) 
where  and  denotes a LR image and a HR image 
separately, , , and  represents geometry motion 
matrix, blur matrix and down-sampling matrix 
respectively.  is the additive noise. And 
reconstruction based methods mainly include the 
following categories. 
1). Iterative Back Projection  
Iterative back projection (IBP) was proposed by 
Irani et al [10]. First, an initial estimate of HR image is 
regarded as an intermediate result. And then the result 
can be mapped onto LR observation image by the 
degradation model to acquire LR simulation image. 
Then the difference between LR simulation image and 
actual observed LR image is calculated and it can be 
called simulation error. Finally the estimated HR image 
is updated based on simulation error. The processing 
procedure is looped to get the final result. They can be 
expressed as following equations: 
yo =Wkxo + nk            (3) 
x1 = xo + H BP y ! y0( )           (4) 
where  denotes HR image of initial estimation,  
represents LR simulation image calculated by 
degradation model,  is the LR observation image,  
denotes first improved HR image.  represents back 
projection operator. It is difficult to choose  for IBP 
algorithm, because the solution is not unique with 
different initial value. Moreover, the algorithm cannot 
combine the prior knowledge of HR image and in 
iterative procedure, back projection error is uniformly 
accumulated on the reconstructed image, which can 
lead the edges of reconstructed HR image to be 
jagged. 
Future, in work [11], Song et al. proposed a 
combining wavelet transform and iterative back 
projection algorithm. The algorithm firstly decomposes 
image by wavelet transform, then minimize 
reconstruction error by iterative back projection 
algorithm. 
2). Projection on to Convex Sets  
Projection onto convex sets (POCS) was first raised 
by Stark et al [12]. The idea of POCS is that the 
feasible solution of image super resolution should 
satisfy a plurality of constraints, and each constraint 
can be defined a convex set  ,thus the solution for 
super solution is the intersection  of such convex 
sets. 
Supposing that for one image  the projection 
operator onto convex set  is , denoted as , then 
projection onto m continuous convex sets can be 
written as . Given the initial value , 
we can obtain reconstructed HR image with following 
equation: 
f n+1( ) = PmPm!1....P1 f n           (5) 
The advantage of POCS algorithm is it is easy to 
introduce prior knowledge, which can keep edge detail 
of HR image. But the obtained solution is unstable and 
not unique, whose convergence process is sensitive to 
initial value. 
In [13], Patti et al. describe how to use POCS 
method to remove image edge ringing artifacts. And Yu 
et al. [14] eliminate color inconsistency of image edges 
with modified POCS method. 
3). Maximum a Posterior 
Maximum a posterior (MAP) was first used by 
Schultz R and Stevenson R [15, 16]. The algorithm 
firstly takes Markov Random Field as a prior model of 
image, and then tries to achieve a final HR image by 
maximum its posterior after given a sequence of LR 
images. The algorithm has been widely used in the 
field of super resolution reconstruction. The algorithm 
can be represented as the following. 
Y = argmaxY P Y / X( )!" #$           (6) 
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Y = argmaxY







&          (7) 
Y = argmaxY ! log P Y / X( )( ) ! log P Y( )( )"# $%        (8) 
where  denotes conditional probability of the 
input LR images to the known HR image,  and 
 refer to the prior probability of desired HR image 
and the posterior probability of input LR image 
respectively. 
MAP algorithm may introduce constraints directly, 
which is able to ensure the solution is convergent. 
While if lacking experience data and prior knowledge, it 
will lead the solution to be uncertain and random. 
Currently, researchers have combined MAP with 
POCS methods and then proposed a hybrid MAP-
POCS algorithm [17, 18], which integrates both merits 
of the two methods. 
In general, when the resolution ratio increases or 
the number of low resolution images is insufficient, 
reconstruction based method can only provide less 
useful information and will get poor image quality that 
emerges excessive smoothing phenomenon and lacks 
high frequency details. At this time, even if increasing 
the number of LR images will produce more high 
frequency detail, the reconstructed effect is not enough 
good. 
3.3. Learning Based Image Super Resolution 
Recently, learning based super resolution becomes 
a hot research point, which was first proposed by 
Freeman et al [20]. The basic idea of the method is to 
study the mapping relationship between the LR image 
and the HR image, and then reconstruct the result 
image by using the relationship. In general, learning 
based method firstly divide image into blocks, and 
construct the samples library of LR and HR 
respectively. Then it manages to learn the relationship 
between corresponding LR blocks and HR blocks. 
Finally, the method utilizes the relationship to 
reconstruct HR image based on input LR image. The 
processing flow can be illustrated as Figure 4 [2]. 
According to source types of training patches, 
existing learning based super resolution algorithms can 
be divided into two main categories - external and 
internal methods.  
 
Figure 4: Learning based algorithm. 
3.3.1. External Database 
 External database methods focus on learning the 
relationship between LR and HR images. Existing 
methods employ various learning algorithms to acquire 
LR to HR mapping, such as manifold learning, sparse 
representation and deep learning. 
A. Manifold Learning  
The main idea of manifold learning is to map a high 
dimensional data to low dimension, which can reflect 
the essence of high dimension data. Manifold learning 
methods can be classified as linear manifold learning 
and nonlinear one. In [21], Chang et al. realize image 
super resolution using neighbor embedding algorithm 
in manifold learning. 
Neighbor embedding assumes that HR images and 
LR images hold the similar local manifold in the feature 
space. Neighbor embedding image super resolution 
can be detailed described as follows. 
First, among a sample set of LR patches, we seek k 
nearest neighbor image patches to the input LR patch x 
which keep closest features. Then, we can calculate 
local geometry structure of x based on following 
equation: 
        (9) 
Then among sample set of HR patches, we 
continue to find corresponding HR patches  
to . And we map the obtained local 
geometry features onto HR patches  to 
finally reconstruct the HR image y  by the following 
equation: 
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         (10) 
For HR image reconstructing, neighbor embedding 
method reduces the dependency on samples set. But 
due to the fixed number of neighbors, over fitting or 
under fitting phenomena may appear and result in 
image blur. To address this problem, Some 
improvements are implemented in [22, 23]. And since 
the neighborhood relationship using such method 
cannot be keep well, Gao et al. [24] provide an edge 
detection and feature selection based method to 
improve neighborhood preserving characteristic, which 
make image details well recovered. 
B. Sparse Representation 
Traditional learning based super resolution 
algorithm do not consider the prior knowledge of other 
sample blocks in sample set, the reconstruction 
performance is depended on the quality of selected 
samples. Yang et al. [25, 26, 27] introduce compress 
sensing theory into super resolution, and proposed a 
sparse representation based reconstruction model. The 
basic idea of sparse representation based 
reconstruction algorithm is firstly learning to obtain HR 
and LR over complete dictionary basis, then based on 
LR over complete dictionary basis calculating the 
sparse representation coefficients of input LR image 
blocks, finally, reconstructing HR image based on HR 
dictionary basis. 
In [25], such sparse representation based algorithm 
can be formatted as follow equations: 
      (11) 
where  is a feature operator,  denotes LR patches,  
is sparse coefficient,  is LR over complete basis.. 
Due to NP hard problem of Eq. (11), usually we 
approximate it to the following one: 
      (12) 
Lagrange multipliers offer an equivalent formulation 
       (13) 
where  balances sparsity of the solution and fidelity of 
the approximation to . Then if we introduce HR 
dictionary , the super resolution optimization 
problem is converted into  
      (14) 
  
where  extracts the overlap region between the 
current target patch and previous reconstructed HR 
image, and represents the pixels’ value of the 
previous reconstructed HR image in the overlap part. 
Once acquiring the optimal coefficient , the HR image 
patch can be reconstructed as , and all these 
patches can be integrated to get result HR image. 
In a sense, sparse representation based method is 
an extension of neighbor embedding method, which 
overcomes the problem of fixed neighbor numbers and 
of which the sparse description has a better adaptive in 
reconstruction process. Therefore, it has become a 
research hotspot [28, 29, 30].  
C. Deep Learning 
Deep learning, especially convolutional neural 
network (CNN), has recently shown an explosive 
popularity due to its success in computer vision. CNN 
combines local receptive field, time or spatial sub 
sampling with sharing weights to obtain the invariance 
to displacement, scale and deformation. Deep learning 
method has been successfully applied to other fields, 
such as image classification, speech recognition. 
Dong et al. [32, 33] first apply CNN for image super 
resolution in 2014. They directly learned the mapping 
function between LR images and corresponding HR 
images by CNN large data training. Then given an 
input image, a HR image can be reconstructed by the 
learned model. This method can also be applied to 
color images, and better reconstruction effect can be 
expected. 
Following Figure 5 gives the sketch map of Dong’s 
proposed model [33] - super resolution convolutional 
neural network (SRCNN). 
This SRCNN model contains three dominant 
function operations through three layers structure: 
1). Patch Extraction and Representation 
       (15) 
where  and  represent the filters and biases 
respectively.  denotes the LR image. Rectified Linear 
Unit (ReLU) was chosen as the activation function. 
2). Non-Linear Mapping 
      (16) 
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where  and  denotes the filters and biases 
respectively. 
3). Image Reconstruction 
The operation aggregates the HR patch wise 
representations to generate the final HR image through 
the following equation. 
       (17) 
where  and  refer to the filters and biases 
respectively in the third layer.  is the reconstructed 
image. Our goal is to learn the mapping  by 
minimizing the loss between the reconstructed HR 
image and the true one. Mean Square Error (MSE) can 
be treated as the loss function by  
       (18) 
CNN uses stochastic gradient descent for 
optimization. Here, the weight matrices of convolution 
kernel are updated as: 
    (19) 
where  and  are the indices of layers and iterations,  
is the learning rate, and  is the derivative. 
In addition, Wang et al. [34] combined sparse 
coding and the merits of deep learning to achieve 
better super resolution performance with faster training 
and smaller model size. And Osendorfer et al. [35] use 
deconvolutional networks with sparse coding to learn 
the non-linear mapping from LR image to HR image. 
External database based approach have attracted 
most attention, and there appears many work [32, 33, 
36, 38, 41] that have better performance. All these 
methods learn mapping relationship between LR 
images and HR images using an external database. 
However, all these methods have common 
shortcomings. For example, the number and the type of 
training images required for satisfactory reconstruction 
performance are not clear. And large scale training sets 
are often required learning a sufficiently expressive 
dictionary at the cost of much time. In addition, for 
every new scale factor by which the resolution has to 
be increased, these methods need to retrain the 
learning model on large external datasets again. 
3.3.2. Internal Database 
Internal database methods utilize image self-
similarity [31], which indicates that patches content of a 
natural image recur within and across scales of the 
same image. Singh et al. [24] utilize self-similarity 
principle for super-resolving noisy images. And 
Michaeli and Irani [46] show that recurrence of small 
patches can be used for estimating the blur kernel. 
Yang et al. [37] refine the local self-similarity and 
performed first-order regression on them. Yang et al. 
[39] also exploited patch self-similarity within image 
and introduced the group sparsity for better 
regularization in the reconstruction process. Work in 
[44] propose a deformable patches based method for 
single image super-resolution, and utilize multiple 
deformed patches combination for the final 
reconstruction. In [45], Zhu et al. extend the deformable 
patches based model to the gradient domain and raise 
 
Figure 5: Sketch map of SRCNN. 
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a deformable compositional model to decompose the 
non-singular structures into singular structures. Huang 
et al. [40] propose a decomposition of geometric patch 
transformation model into perspective distortion for 
handling structured scenes, and they take additional 
affine transformation for modeling local shape 
deformation. 
4. RELATED TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION 
4.1. Dataset 
Super resolution algorithms have been most 
employed in many fields. In experiment of super 
resolution, the selection of dataset is an important step, 
especially for some learning based algorithms. The 
following shows some common databases that super 
resolution algorithms have used. 
4.1.1. Dataset for Training 
1). 91-images 
An image dataset consist of 91 natural images, 
which are usually divided into image patches for 
dictionary learning or model training [26, 27]. 
2). Image Net 
An image database organized according to the 
WordNet hierarchy, in which each node of the 
hierarchy is depicted by hundreds and thousands of 
images [49]. Currently we have an average of over five 
hundred images per node. 
3). Urban100 
Contains 100 HR images with a variety of real-world 
structures. Huang et al. [40] constructed this dataset 
using images from Flickr using keywords such as 
urban, city, architecture and structure. 
4.1.2. Dataset for Testing 
1). Set5 and Set14 
Made up of 5 images and 14 images separately, 
which are exploited most often.  
2). BSD 200 
Contains 200 images from the Berkeley 
segmentation dataset, whose all images are of 
321x481 pixels covering diverse contents acquired in a 
professional photographic style [42]. 
3). LIVE 1 
Consists of 29 undistorted high-quality images, 
which resolution ranges from 480x720 to 512x768 
pixels [42]. 
4.2. Evaluation Criteria 
The image quality of super resolution reconstruction 
can be evaluated by image evaluation measures. 
Image evaluation measures include subjective 
evaluation method and objective evaluation method. 
Subjective evaluation refers to evaluate the image 
quality using subjective factors such as visually 
distinguishing, including subject feeling and scoring 
system. This kind of method mainly depends on the 
participators’ feeling, so there are many complex 
constraints not only on participators but also on the test 
environment. 
Objective evaluation uses quantitative assessment 
index, which is calculated by specific formula. 
Following are commonly used objective evaluation 
standards for image super resolution. 
1). Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
PSNR estimates the image quality by the error of 
pixels. It is very accurate for a noise image, which is 
simple and easy to operate. The greater the value of 
PSNR, the higher the image quality is. PSNR is 
calculated as follows [1, 47]: 
       (20) 
where MSE denotes mean square error, and can be 
defined as 
       (21) 
Figure 6 shows a comparison with different super 
resolution algorithms by PSNR objective evaluation 
measure. 
2). Structure Similarity (SSIM) 
SSIM considers the homogeny and phase 
coherence of the gradient magnitude of original image 
and the reconstructed image, which is based on the 
similarity in three aspects (structure, brightness and 
contrast) [48, 50]. Compared with other methods, it will 
be more in line with the human visual system. SSIM 
can be calculated as following formula. 
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where  and  represent the mean value of the 
original image and reconstructed image,  and  
denote the brightness of two images,  and  are 
variances of two images. 
4.3. Application Field  
With increasing demand for high resolution images 
and the development imaging techniques, super 
resolution technology has been applied in more and 
more industry fields. 
1). Medical Image 
Super resolution can improve the diagnosis of 
disease by increasing the resolution of medical images 
to make the location and size of the lesion part more 
exactly and clearly. 
2). Digital High Definition 
Currently, 4K display becomes a mainstream 
display technology in TV. However, since most source 
video is not 4K, it becomes a problem to obtain and 
display high resolution video in 4K screen. Using super 
resolution can improve the compatibility of TV display, 
which can transforms the standard low resolution signal 
into high definition signal to get 4K or higher resolution 
video. 
3). Video Surveillance 
Video surveillance has played an important role in 
security against terrorism. However, the images in 
surveillance video are usually low resolution, which are 
bad quality and cannot be easily used to deal with 
emergency matter. However, we can get HR images 
through super resolution reconstruction based on low 
resolution surveillance video. 
4). Image Compression 
Super resolution can be used for image 
compression. LR images can be stored or transmitted 
in general. When necessary, different resolution 
images can be acquired by super resolution technique 
according to LR compressive images. 
4.4. Technical Bottleneck 
Here, some practical problems or hardship are to be 
addressed when considering industrial application. For 
example, when applied super resolution to digital high 
definition, the two problems will be encountered - how 
to improve reconstruction performance and how to 
speed up its reconstruction procedure. 
1). Improve Performance 
In recent years, super resolution technique has 
made great progress and some of them achieved 
better results. But in general, the details in HR images 
are not clear and consistent enough. As a whole, the 
reconstruction is still specific and limited. Therefore, it 
is still a challenge to design a better algorithm to get 
better performance. 
2). Speed up Reconstruction 
Most super resolution algorithms cost much time 
when reconstructing HR images, which cannot meet 
the requirement of real time application. However, real 
time processing is a basic demand in many practical 
applications. Therefore, for super resolution, the 
difficult of real time reconstruction is another major 
bottleneck.  
 
Figure 6: Comparison of different algorithms. 
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The following Table 1 is a comparison of 
performance and speed for different super resolution 
algorithms. 
Table 1: Comparison of Different Super Resolution 
Algorithms 
Super-Resolution 
Algorithms Performance Speed 
Interpolation based bad fast 
Reconstruction based better slower 
External 
database good slow for training Learning 
based Internal 
database good slow for testing 
5. CONCLUSION 
This paper shortly and systematically introduces 
different super resolution algorithms, and discusses 
some potential problems when processing. In general, 
learning based algorithm achieves better effect 
compared with other methods. Research on super 
resolution is still expanding, and a few of such 
algorithms has been applied to practical life and 
application software. However, image super resolution 
technology is far from mature and there is much room 
for further research.  
1. The edge and texture are still smooth and fuzzy 
in some algorithms, and real time processing 
should be managed to satisfy.  
2. With the development and wide use of smart 
device, transplanting super resolution technology 
to smart device can stimulate more application 
needs.  
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